Modulated oscillations in many dimensions.
Modulated oscillations are described via their time-varying amplitude and frequency. For multivariate signals, there is structure in the signal beyond this local amplitude and frequency defined for each signal component, in turn describing the commonality of the components. The multivariate structure encodes how the common oscillation is present in each component signal. This structure will also be evolving. I review the special case of the representation of both bivariate and trivariate oscillations. Additionally, existing results on the general multivariate oscillation are covered. I discuss the difference between a model of a multivariate oscillation compared with other common signal models of phenomena observed in several channels, and how their properties are different. I show how for the multivariate signal the global dimensionality of the signal is built up from local one-dimensional contributions, and introduce the purely unidirectional signal, to quantify how any given signal is different from the closest such signal. I illustrate the properties of the derived representation of the multivariate signal with synthetic examples, and discuss the representation of data from observations in physical oceanography.